The Give Kids A Smile™ Program Planning Toolbox offers a 15-minute waiting room video for use by GKAS program coordinators during their GKAS programs. The video features oral health education content from the ADA, including Dudley the Dinosaur® videos and content from the ADA’s MouthHealthy.org website.

Please read the terms of use below before downloading and using the video.

The Give Kids A Smile® Waiting Room Video (hereinafter, the “Video”) is available for downloading and playing in the waiting area of your Give Kids A Smile® event. **BY DOWNLOADING THE VIDEO, YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT YOU HAVE READ THE FOLLOWING TERMS OF USE, THAT YOU UNDERSTAND THEM, AND THAT YOU AGREE TO BE LEGALLY BOUNDED BY THEM.**

**Terms of Use**

- You shall not adapt, change, or modify the Video, in whole or in part.
- The Video may not be redistributed, shared, repackaged, or included in any online or offline archive, video collection, website, DVD, or other media; neither can it be used or reproduced in any way (other than for your GKAS event), including, but not limited to, for the promotion, express or implied, of any commercial endeavor (including but not limited to a private dental office), or to promote charity events that are not associated with the Give Kids A Smile program.
- All rights, title, and interest, including copyright and all rights under copyright, throughout the world, in and to the Video, vest with the American Dental Association. You shall not attempt to register a copyright or trademark for any part of the Video. No portion of this limited license shall be interpreted to convey any copyrights to you or to limit the ADA’s rights in the Video.

**DOWNLOAD THE VIDEO HERE:**
https://www.dropbox.com/s/wiq10goa8qihrla/GKAS-Waiting_Room_Loop-Trimmed.mp4?dl=0
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**Topics:**
Dudley the Dinosaur®
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Questions? Please contact Cathy Haibach at haibachc@ada.org or 312.440.2544.